
Sermon Notes, April 24, 2022 
Text: John 14

Introduction
When was the last time you had to stop and ask someone for directions? These days, we’ve
become so accustomed to relying on our phones for everything, including navigation, but
even Siri can take you on the “scenic route” if you’re not careful! For many people, the belief
that peace of mind & heart is a destination arrived at by carefully charting a course that
leads through success, establishing security for the future, and making fond memories all
while minimizing pain, avoiding difficulty, and dodging disaster. Most of us realize pretty
quickly that such an accommodating route is more wishful thinking than reality! 

"The paths we take and the plans we make don’t always wind up with us at the destination
we hoped for!"

John 14:27 - Peace of Heart and Peace of Mind
 
John 13:33, John 14:1-11

"Peace is not found in the external security of everything going according to plan but the
inward serenity of trusting the I AM" 

"Don't let your heart be troubled. Trust in God...." - actively choosing

Let heaven bring hope to your heart.: "Heaven is a prepared place for a prepared people." 

"Jesus is the only authorized revelation of God in human form and he is the only authorized
representative of humanity to God." Merrill Tenney

Jesus is unapologetically exclusive: John 14:6, Acts 4:12
Jesus is unapologetically inclusive:  John 3:16, Romans 12:13
Jesus is inclusively exclusive.

Jesus makes the way for us: 2 Corinthians 5:21, Romans 5:1,2

“Because HE IS the WAY, the TRUTH, and the LIFE, I AM 
my past is forgiven, my present redeemed, my future is secure”
“Because HE IS the WAY, the TRUTH, and the LIFE, I AM, I am at peace"

I AM: "The Way, The Truth & the Life" - Week 7 - Pastor Jeremy 



Life Group Discussion
Warm-Up: 
What is the most lost and without direction you've ever been?
 
Study & Discussion:

1) What resonated with you from the sermon? What challenged or surprised you? What
questions do you have? 

Read John 14:1-11

2) The disciples were dealing with some hard news. Neither their plans or their path were
taking them to the destination they'd hope for, and yet Jesus promises peace of heart and
mind. When/how have you experienced peace in what would otherwise be tumultuous
times? 

3) The disciple's interaction with Jesus exposes that they might not have been fully grasping
Jesus' teaching and mission. What do you see in the exchange between them in this
moment when they should have been comforting him, but themselves needed comfort? 

4) "Don't let your heart be troubled. Trust in God...." What does not letting discouragement 
 grow in our hearts and actively choosing to trust God look like in a practical sense? How do
we do this? 

5) "Jesus is the only authorizxed revelation of God in human form and he is the only
authorized representative of humanity to God." Merrill Tenney - What makes Jesus the only
"authorized" agent of God?

5) Discuss Pastor Jeremy's assertion: JESUS IS INCLUSIVELY EXCLUSIVE!

Prayer: 
As a group share any areas where you need peace of heart and mind and pray
together, thanking Jesus for his promised peace.

“Because HE IS the WAY, the TRUTH and the LIFE, I AM 
my past is forgiven, my present redeemed, my future is secure”
“Because HE IS the WAY, the TRUTH and the LIFE, I AM, I am at peace"


